www.hanbridgemandarin.com

Your road to fluency
begins here.
Contact us
Phone: 400-600-2202
Address: Room 103,
Block D, Meijia
Plaza, Qiaocheng
West Street, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen

For more than 10 years, we’ve been
providing top quality Chinese language
instruction for expatriates and are
recognized as a leader in the field. We work
hard to ensure our students have success
and they agree – more than 80% of our
current business is renewed contracts or
referrals from past clients.

2015

Opened Hanbridge
Online Classroom &
began offering online
Mandarin courses
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2010.7

Open Chengdu
Immersion center

Opened Zhuhai
Branch campus

Developed Hanbridge
Educational management
platform

2010.2

Opened
Chengdu
Branch campus

2009
2006

Opened Shenzhen
Immersion center

Established Hanbridge
Mandarin School

Our Most Popular Chinese Courses
Business Chinese
course

This course focuses on
building and sustaining
business relationships and
handle informal and formal
communications.

Kids Chinese
course

This course focus on
teaching in all four main
areas of Chinese learning:
reading, writing, speaking,
and listening.

Daily Chinese
course

This course focuses on daily
life, like greeting, shopping,
bargaining, local geography
and let you fit in fast and
smoothly.

Chinese Culture
course

This courses focus on specific
aspects of traditional
Chinese culture, such as
Chinese calligraphy, painting,
Tai Chi, culinary art, mahjong
and so on.

Our Most Popular Chinese Courses
Chinese
Phonetics course

Focus on improving your
listening skills to discern
each individual tone and
help you form fluent
sentences with the tones to
sound like a native speaker.

HSK prepare
course
Hanbridge HSK Test
Preparation is intense to
enhance your learning
experience and equip you
with the necessary skills for
you to score your best.

Chinese Characters
course

This course will focus on two
parts: strokes and meaning.
With hard work and practice,
you will be able to recognize
1200 of the most frequently
used characters.

Hanbridge
immersion course
The immersion program at
Hanbridge emphasis on
practical, real world
language usage you will learn
in just two weeks what takes
months in other programs.

Our Team
Our Course Consultant will work with you to
help resolve any issues with the logistics of
your Mandarin learning plan, understand your
unique desires and goals and to ensure your
path to learning Mandarin is smooth. They will
find solutions and develop the best practices
to help you learn Mandarin.

Our student
service group

Our course
consultant

The Hanbridge Student Service group works to
ensure every student has a smooth learning
process and a rewarding outcomes. To
accomplish this, after learning each student’s
background and goals, they build a customized
learning plan with the most suitable teacher.
They follow up to ensure each student’s
learning plan is effective and are always
available to answer any questions.

How do we select teachers?

Our Teachers

In order to qualify for a teaching
position at Hanbridge, candidates are
required to have a bachelor’s (or
higher) degree from a four-year, fully
accredited Chinese university. In
addition, we consider a broad set of
qualities that exemplify the ideal
teacher including friendliness, patient
humor, emotional intelligence, and
creativity. These factors are carefully
measured through several rounds of
interviews and lesson simulations.

How do we train our teachers?
Selected
candidates

Officially be a
Hanbridge teacher

Receive
Train the trainer
program training

Ongoing weekly
training

Pass test

Pilot course for
one month

Which includes but
not limited to :
> Case study
> Course observation
> Student discuss
> Feedback discuss
……

Hanbridge Service process

Inquiry

Set up Trial lesson to
experience teaching skills

Propose plan and
quotation

Needs analysis and
language assessment

Reach agreement and pay

Course start

No commitment until you're
completely satisfied.

Hanbridge Immersion Course
“The fastest path to perfect Mandarin.”

Where fluency begins.
8 hours a day,
5 days a week,
This is how to learn
Chinese like a local.

What you can do after this lesson:

Ordering meals

Directions

Take a taxi

Bargaining

Banking

Travel in China

Teaching techniques:
Role play
Multi-media
Coaching
Games

Real world
activities

HSK preparation courses.
Introduction of HSK
What is HSK?
Do I need to pass this?
How to register?
How to prepare HSK exam?
HSK Exam calendar

What we can do for you:
Examination skills
Structured Curriculum
The most current and
authoritative test prep content
High pass rate

Classes are intense to enhance your learning
experience and equip you with the necessary skills
for the test. We provide scientific and effective
tutorials and training for you to score your best.

10 Years of experience
20000+ Students
80% Renewal rate
3 Branch schools
Full complement of online and offline
learning options
Traceable learning records

